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Managing Conflict with Peers Mar 30 2024
A great many peer conflicts arise from
incompatible goals or from different views on
how a task should be accomplished. With
honest dialogue these kinds of conflicts can
usually be resolved. But other peer conflicts are
more troublesome because they involve
personal values, office politics and power, and
emotional reactions. To resolve these more
difficult peer conflicts, managers should
examine three key issues that can cause such
clashes and also influence their outcome. One,
they should assess their emotional “hot
buttons” that trigger ineffective behaviors and
make conflict difficult to manage. Two, they
should examine their personal values and how
those might conflict with what their peers find
important. Finally, they should assess their
power in the organization—which can be
related to position, influence, expertise, or
some other factor—and learn how to use it to
manage conflicts. Navigating these issues won’t
rid an organization of conflict among peers. But
by paying attention to them managers can build
effective relationships that will survive these
inevitable conflicts and bolster their ability to
achieve organizational goals.
New Ways of Managing Conflict Feb 27 2024
Give the principles and step by step procedures
of management system to reduce internal and
external conflict and external conflict and
improve performance.
Managing Conflict in the Workplace 4th Edition
Oct 25 2023 his book gives an understanding of
the origins and nature of conflict, and enables
the reader to find solutions through open
communication and mutual trust and respect. It
offers a simple structure which will allow all
parties to reach the magic of win-win.
Managing Conflict in Organizations Sep 23
2023
Conflict Management and Dialogue in
Higher Education Jun 08 2022 This book
addresses an important topic - Conflict,
mediation and dialogue. Conflicts are a part of
life. Although many people assume conflicts are
negative and, therefore, should be avoided,
conflict is truly neutral. The engagement in
conflict is what can be constructive or
destructive. There are many positive outcomes
experienced when a conflict is well managed,
hence the critical role of this book. For
instance, most change is driven by some level
of conflict. You must learn, grow and develop
effective conflict management skills as a way to
manage change. Thus, the conflicts we deal
with in our personal lives and in the workplace
are essential to our development and our
organizations' healthy development. However,
if managed poorly, some conflicts can escalate
to the point that they can destroy individuals or
organizations. As illustrated in this book, the
key to managing conflicts is to understand
conflicts; expect conflicts, and manage conflicts
before they escalate into destructive or costly
loss of personnel, diminished climate or lead to
lawsuits. The book provides one of the growing
and recognized methods of dealing with

conflicts - mediation and dialogue. The contents
of this book reflect areas of importance
addressed in mediation training: alternative
dispute resolution practices, conflict
management intervention options, models of
thinking about conflict, the mediation format,
and the skill set needed by a strong conflict
management and mediator. Readers are
challenged to reflect upon their biases and
beliefs that may negatively impact the
mediation process.
Managing Conflict: An Introspective
Journey to Negotiating Skills (First
Edition) Dec 27 2023 Managing Conflict: An
Introspective Journey to Negotiating Skills
focuses on self-awareness, self-motivation, self-
regulation, empathy, and social competencies
as tools to help readers understand themselves
and others, recognize who to trust, and
negotiate successful, trust-based relationships.
The primary goal of the anthology is to
facilitate the development of negotiation skills
to resolve conflict. The book offers sociological
perspectives on cooperation, conflict, and
conflict resolution to help readers think beyond
the individual and consider the skills that build
good communication. Specific topics include
non-violent communication, strategies and
techniques for managing conflict,
understanding stress and conflict, bullying,
negotiation and mediation, and mediator ethics.
As they read, students consider the importance
of attitudes, values, and goals, and the
importance of internalizing norms and
governing one's own behavior. Featuring
contributions from authors who specialize in
diverse disciplines and developed to help
students sharpen their observational skills,
improve their emotional intelligence, and
strengthen their analytical capabilities,
Managing Conflict is well suited to courses in
sociology, social psychology, counseling, law,
and social work.
Working Through Conflict Jan 16 2023 This
fully updated ninth edition provides an
introduction to conflict and conflict
management that is firmly grounded in current
theory, research, and practice. Covering a
range of conflict settings, including
interpersonal, group, and organizational
conflicts, it includes an abundance of real-life
case studies that encompass a spectrum of
theoretical perspectives. Its emphasis on
application makes it highly accessible to
students, while expanding their comprehension
of conflict theory and practical skills. This new
edition features a new chapter presenting key
principles students can practice to become
more skillful at managing conflict, a wealth of
up-to-date research and case examples,
suggested readings and video resources, and
integrated questions for review and discussion.
This textbook can be used in undergraduate or
graduate courses on conflict in communication,
business and management, political science,
and counseling programs. Online resources for
instructors, including PowerPoint slides and an
instructor's manual, can be found at

www.routledge.com/cw/folger.
Managing Conflict Nov 25 2023 This book
offers 50 easy-to-read strategies for managing
conflicts in your school involving students,
parents, and teachers. Individually, these
strategies provide specific insights into conflict
resolution, reduction, and management. As a
whole, the 50 strategies provide a
comprehensive method to lead constructive
change in your school. With quotes, examples,
and reflection questions, this book offers ideas
that help you lead with confidence.
Managing Interpersonal Conflict Nov 13 2022
This book explores the process of interpersonal
conflict - from the initial decision as to whether
or not to confront differences through to how to
plan the actual confrontation. It deals
extensively with negotiation and, where
negotiation proves unsuccessful, with third-
party dispute resolution. To avoid destructive
or violent behaviour, Donohue emphasizes the
importance of keeping conflicts under control
and of focusing on the pertinent issues. He
argues that the key to managing conflict is to
address differences collaboratively so that the
parties can create better solutions and,
ultimately, strengthen their relationships.
Managing Conflict in Organizations Apr 18
2023 After much debate by business
professionals, organizational conflict is now
considered normal and legitimate; it may even
be a positive indicator of effective
organizational management. Within certain
limits, conflict can be essential to productivity.
This book contributes to the investigation of
organizational conflict by analyzing its origins,
forms, benefits, and consequences. Conflict has
benefits: it may lead to solutions to problems,
creativity, and innovation. In contrast, little or
no conflict in organizations may lead to
stagnation, poor decisions, and ineffectiveness.
Managing Conflict in Organizations is a
vigorous analysis of the rational application of
conflict theory in organizations. Conflict is
inevitable among humans. It is a natural
outcome of human interaction that begins when
two or more social entities engage one another
while striving to attain their own objectives.
Relationships among people or organizations
become incompatible or inconsistent when two
or more of them desire a similar resource that
is in short supply; when they do not share
behavioral preferences regarding their joint
action; or when they have different attitudes,
values, beliefs, and skills. This book examines
these root causes of organizational conflict and
offers constructive perspectives on its
consequences.
Conflict Management: Leader's Guide May 08
2022 This is the best book on conflict
management available! Based upon the latest
research, this is perhaps the greatest tool ever
developed to help leaders and employees of all-
levels develop the best conflict management
skills. Scholars agree that managing conflict
can be a healthy way of illuminated new ideas
and helping team members work better
together to bring more efficiency creativity and



effectiveness to the workplace. Just like
leadership, conflict management is a skill
anybody can acquire through both training
program and experiences. Training program
has the advantage of being able to address
specific needs or circumstances in accordance
to recognized potential problems in
organizational life. This workbook breaks down
key concepts in plain easy-to-read and easy-to-
follow lessons to help you grow your leadership
skills. Read the short lessons, reflect, and then
build your skills by doing the short writing
assignments at your own convenience.
Managing Conflict in Projects Dec 03 2021
Healthy conflict will make a project more likely
to succeed. No conflict robs a project of
opportunities to find optimal solutions.
Unhealthy conflict corrodes team productivity,
morale and integrity, which in turn threatens
timelines and reduces profitability. In fact,
depending on the scale of the project,
unhealthy conflict can even endanger
organizational survival itself. Now George
Pitagorsky, PMP uses his decades of experience
to provide project managers with an innovative
and practical approach that will enable them to
not only manage conflict, but to use it as a
positive tool. Drawing upon academic research
and real-world examples, this highly accessible
guide breaks conflict down to its base
components and takes an insightful look at the
human and process factors involved.
Conflict Management and Dialogue in
Higher Education Jan 21 2021 Conflict
management is an overlooked area in
leadership development. Mediation as an
intervention method to use in conflict
management can be productive for building
leadership capacity and organizational
development in higher education. Adults
average five conflicts per day and people in
titled leadership spend over two-thirds of their
time engaged in managing conflict. This book
offers conflict management strategies, models,
and processes to support college and university
personnel in recognizing and managing
conflicts and how to build skill sets that can
enhance effective communication and address
issues strategically.
Communication, Conflict, and the Management
of Difference Jun 20 2023 Littlejohn and
Domenici invite readers to engage in a
thoughtful dialogue about human difference,
conflict, and communication. Drawing on
numerous examples from their work in
mediation, the authors discuss a variety of
practical tools, models, and theories to help
analyze conflictwhy it occurs and how
communication skills help avoid downward
spirals into harmful relationships.
Communication competence can move
discussions away from harmful interactions and
empower parties to expand their options.
Effectively managing differences allows
conflict, in whatever context, to become a
positive resource rather than a barrier. The
appendix provides a wealth of information in a
succinct format. It discusses basic
communication skills; introduces a number of
alternative dispute resolution methods,
including negotiation, mediation, facilitation,
collaboration, and public engagement; and
concludes with practical information about
dialogue as an important approach to
differences.

Personal Conflict Management Mar 06 2022
This third edition bridges the theory behind
why conflict occurs with specific skills and tools
to transform difficult interpersonal encounters
into beneficial, constructive exchanges.
Providing an understanding of the common
causes of conflict, this edition continues its
discussions of causes of conflict, what affects
how conflict occurs and unfolds, and strategies
to manage conflict. Separate chapters are
dedicated to examining conflict in common,
everyday contexts such as families, friendships,
the workplace, or on social media. This edition
also features updated information and
examples, further connections between conflict
and communication, a revised chapter on
conflict in close relationships, as well as a new
chapter on intercultural conflict. The book is
ideal for introductory conflict and
communication courses at the undergraduate
or graduate level. An instructor manual,
significantly updated as well, is also available
online, including summaries of the chapters,
activities, a test bank, and sample syllabi and
assignments. Please visit www.routledge.com/
9781032412412
Managing Conflict at Work Feb 14 2023
Managing Conflict at Work provides practical
guidance on how to prevent, contain and
resolve conflict in the workplace. It
demonstrates how effective conflict
management can have a powerful impact on the
way organisations channel their energies;
encouraging positive mindsets and building
stronger and happier workforces. Putting the
cost of rising conflict in context with
recessionary times, it looks beyond individual
cases to issues such as workforce motivation
and corporate responsibility. The authors
provide a wide range of practical techniques,
tools and templates to support individuals who
need to facilitate the resolution of employee
disputes. Aimed not just at mediators and
conflict practitioners, but at staff managers and
anyone who needs to deal with people disputes;
the book emphasises simple and practical ways
for dealing with conflict situations - both when
potential disputes are first emerging, and once
a conflict has escalated into a formal complaint.
Also including international case studies,
extensive appendix of templates, tools and
forms, including stakeholder analysis,
mediation in-take forms and reflective
questioning prompts, Managing Conflict at
Work provides practical support to ensure that
your company prevents disputes and stays
within the law. The book is accompanied by an
extensive range of ready-to-use templates and
case studies and is supported by a dedicated
website, providing information and downloads
referred to in the book, as well as videos and
podcasts.
Conflict Management Aug 30 2021 Conflict
Management is an easy-to-read and high-
powered tool for understanding and managing
conflict situations. Conflict can spiral out of
control, but if you understand how the spiral
works you may be able to prevent it from even
beginning. In this book you will find many
options for managing conflict, including:
planning goal setting compromise mediation
Expert communicator Baden Eunson also takes
an in-depth look at negotiation skills. He offers
a visual and fresh approach to the work of
strategies and tactics, negotiation styles, the

importance of listening and questioning skills,
the reasons why the location of negotiation can
affect its outcome, and why the phrase 'win-
win' is not a cliché but a technique for success.
Managing Conflict May 27 2021 An important
contribution to the literature of organizational
behavior and communication, this volume
explores the strategies and issues involved in
conflict management. The contributors
represent a variety of academic disciplines and
their treatment of the subject is both
comprehensive and multidisciplinary in nature.
Taking as their focus the premise that certain
types and levels of conflict can have positive
consequences, the authors present an in-depth
look at the techniques available to manage
conflict within organizations and groups,
between individuals, and among nations. The
volume is divided into five major sections, each
addressing a particular aspect of conflict
management. In Part One, the contributors look
at organization conflict, examining issues such
as interpersonal conflict on the job, the nature
of destructive criticism, and different styles of
handling conflict. The second section addresses
the critical relationship between
communication and conflict with separate
chapters devoted to communications theory,
divorce mediation, the role of argumentation in
bargaining, and bargaining strategies.
Subsequent sections discuss negotiation and
mediation, while the final section provides an
integrated perspective on conflict management
theory and practice. Each section begins an
introductory essay that sets the following
papers in context, making this an ideal set of
readings for courses in organizational behavior,
resources management, and communications.
Conflict and Conflict Management Jul 10 2022
The scope and content of Conflict and Conflict
Management derive from some of the most
frequently asked questions about the subject.
What is social conflict? What are its prominent
characteristics and most common forms? Is
conflict inevitable? How do social structure and
unequal distribution of power affect the
prevalence and nature of conflict? Are there
positive consequences of conflict? What actions
can be taken to prevent conflict? Can conflict
be predicted and forestalled? Joseph S. Himes
effectively demonstrates that contemporary
social science can provide answers to most of
these questions. His responses to the questions
are drawn from social science literature,
theory, and research and are organized around
two central issues: the effort to understand
social conflict and the task of managing it.
Conflict and Conflict Management is divided
into two sections, each covering one of these
two central issues. The importance of Himes's
overview is threefold. In the first place, it unites
recent theory and research in a systematic
synthesis. Secondly, it grounds the strategies of
conflict management in a theory of conflict
causation, thus providing a rationale for the
strategies discussed. And finally, his work
illuminates the study of social conflict by
differentiating legitimate from nonlegitimate
expressions and thus clarifies both the task of
analysis and the business of management.
Learning to Manage Conflict Jun 28 2021
Illustrate the positive results that can be
achieved by managing, rather than avoiding,
conflict.
Managing Conflict Feb 02 2022 This book



presents a framework for diagnosing recurring
conflicts and suggests several basic options for
controlling or resolving them. Included are
concepts and methods that are applicable to
various types of conflict, both interpersonal and
inter system. Three documented case histories
of interpersonal conflict are provided as well as
a presentation of an international workshop
dialogue.
How to Manage Conflict in the
Organization Apr 06 2022
Conflict Management in the Workplace Jul 30
2021 This book offers an understanding of the
nature of conflict and structures, which enable
the reader to negotiate a solution.
Personal Conflict Management Mar 18 2023
Personal Conflict Management, 2nd edition
details the common causes of conflict,
showcases the theories that explain why
conflict happens, presents strategies for
managing conflict, and invites consideration of
the risks of leaving conflict unsettled. This book
also explores how gender, race, culture,
generation, power, emotional intelligence, and
trust affect how individuals perceive conflict
and choose conflict tactics. Detailed attention is
given to the role of listening and both
competitive and cooperative negotiation tactics.
Separate chapters explain how to deal with
bullies and conflict via social media. The
volume caps off its investigation of
interpersonal conflict with chapters that:
provide tools to analyze one’s conflicts and
better choose strategic responses; examine the
role of anger and apology during conflict;
explore mediation technique; and evaluate how
conflict occurs in different situations such as
family, intimacy, work, and social media.
Managing Conflict Aug 23 2023 The author
proposes that conflict is as natural as harmony
and that it is even necessary for the attainment
of positive goals. He focuses not on the
elimination of conflict but on its management,
and seeks to enhance the understanding of the
nature of conflict and provide a corrective to its
negative, `dysfunctional' image.
HBR Guide to Dealing with Conflict (HBR
Guide Series) Apr 30 2024 While some of us
enjoy a lively debate with colleagues and others
prefer to suppress our feelings over
disagreements, we all struggle with conflict at
work. Every day we navigate an office full of
competing interests, clashing personalities,
limited time and resources, and fragile egos.
Sure, we share the same overarching goals as
our colleagues, but we don't always agree on
how to achieve them. We work differently. We
rub each other the wrong way. We jockey for
position. How can you deal with conflict at work
in a way that is both professional and
productive—where it improves both your work
and your relationships? You start by
understanding whether you generally seek or
avoid conflict, identifying the most frequent
reasons for disagreement, and knowing what
approaches work for what scenarios. Then, if
you decide to address a particular conflict, you
use that information to plan and conduct a
productive conversation. The HBR Guide to
Dealing with Conflict will give you the advice
you need to: Understand the most common
sources of conflict Explore your options for
addressing a disagreement Recognize whether
you—and your counterpart—typically seek or
avoid conflict Prepare for and engage in a

difficult conversation Manage your and your
counterpart's emotions Develop a resolution
together Know when to walk away Arm yourself
with the advice you need to succeed on the job,
with the most trusted brand in business.
Packed with how-to essentials from leading
experts, the HBR Guides provide smart answers
to your most pressing work challenges.
Resolving Conflict Jan 04 2022 Conflict is
inevitable, in everyday life and—especially in
today’s increasingly non-hierarchical
organizations—in the workplace. So what has
always been a key leadership skill—conflict
resolution—has become even more critical. But
too often, leaders receive little formal training
in conflict resolution, and they struggle just to
manage the simplest interpersonal conflicts. By
using the lessons of this book, readers will be
able to apply a thorough, proven
method—summarized in ten steps—for
resolving conflicts. Following these steps,
leaders can analyze a conflict and move toward
its resolution with more assurance of a positive
outcome for everyone involved.
Managing Conflict Jun 01 2024 Conflict in the
workplace is a perennial problem for
organizations. Whether it's a disagreement
between colleagues, a dispute with
management or large-scale industrial action,
conflict negatively affects both people and
profits as employee morale and productivity
fall. Endorsed by the CIPD, Managing Conflict
is an essential guide for HR professionals
needing to tackle these problems by not only
resolving current issues, but also preventing
future instances of conflict. Going beyond
interpersonal conflict, the book also looks at
resolving board room disputes, disputes with
shareholders, in the supply chain, commercial
disputes and customer complaints. The first
part of Managing Conflict covers the causes
and costs of conflict, the impact of the
psychological contract and the legal framework
for managing workplace disputes both in the
UK and internationally. The second part of the
book provides a blueprint for redefining
resolution and building a culture of
constructive conflict management, from
designing a conflict management strategy and
developing a formal resolution process to
embedding mediation, engaging stakeholders
and training managers in resolution and
mediation skills. This book also includes conflict
resolution toolkits for managers, HR teams,
employees and unions to help tackle conflict
and bullying at work. Packed with best practice
case studies from major UK and global
organizations, this is an indispensable guide for
all HR professionals looking to resolve conflict
in the workplace. Online supporting resources
include a conflict health check tool, conflict
cost calculator, and checklist for developing an
internal mediation scheme.
irs Managing Conflict in the Workplace Jul 22
2023 Conflict, bullying and harassment can
destroy the foundations of the most
enterprising organisations. Bullying is now a
key complaint received by HR departments.
Destructive conflict creates stress, which can
lead to poor morale and performance,
increased staff turnover and an overall decline
in organisational effectiveness. The good news
is destructive conflict can be reduced – but this
is a sensitive issue, requiring managers to call
on tried and tested techniques. Published for

HR and line managers, IRS Managing Conflict
in the Workplace will help employers to
recognise and resolve destructive conflict
issues more effectively, enabling them to
become more positive, productive and efficient.
It gives invaluable advice on conflict
prevention, mediation and negotiation; it
explains how to manage conflict in a wide
variety of situations; and includes guidance on
the new statutory requirements for disciplinary
and grievance procedures. The handbook will
enable HR professionals to: • recognise the
sectors, departments and types of individuals
most prone to conflict • measure the costs of
conflict • understand and comply with the law
on the employer’s duty of care • spot potential
problems, recognise bullying behaviours,
understand the difference between constructive
conflict and bullying and harassment, conduct a
risk assessment and take preventative action •
establish, communicate and monitor effective
policies and procedures • train staff and
managers in how to manage conflict effectively
• reach agreement through negotiation • use
conciliation and mediation to resolve difficult
situations Also included is best practice advice,
sample conflict management policies, case
studies, checklists and legal compliance.
Managing Organizational Conflict Sep 11
2022 Monograph on the occupational sociology
of social conflict in the enterprise, with
emphasis on human relations strategies for
management of such conflict - includes
references.
Conflict Management Jan 28 2024 This book
draws on a wide range of practical examples to
describe how conflicts within organisations are
traditionally managed and the complementary
conflict management methods that can be
employed. Stephan Proksch clearly explains
these innovative methods and their potential
applications. The central focus is on mediation
as an effective form of conflict resolution.
Discussion and questioning techniques as
conflict management tools are explained in
simple and concise terms.
How to Manage Conflicts Apr 26 2021 Are you
struggling to get those involved in conflicts to
sit down and listen? Do you feel like every time
you try to resolve a conflict; it just makes it
worse? "How to Manage Conflicts" is a great
guide to help you make a move from putting
band-aids on problems to finding real
resolutions. Resolving conflicts can be
challenging. However, you can arm yourself
with these 7 easy steps that will help you craft
communication skills and learn the process to
do more than just manage conflicts, but also to
help to prevent them. As a person who is
distressed by communicating a message or
tasks, you have to gain the buy-in of the other
party and get both parties to listen to each
other. As a person who is resolving conflict, you
have to be able to assess the situation and not
form a judgment in one way or another. The
guidance you can gain from within these
chapters will help you to grow as a
communicator, but also as a person. As you
progress on your journey to master your
conflict management skills, you will learn many
tips and tricks that can help you achieve goals.
YOU WILL LEARN: Why it is important to
manage conflicts. Why respect is important in
conflict management. How to recognize
potential conflicts. Why it is important to



change the atmosphere. Understanding
different points of view. Tips for recognizing
different perspectives. Skills for developing
solutions. How to implement actions plans. Why
following up is necessary. And much more. To
help you in becoming an effective manager of
conflicts, this guide goes through many
actionable examples and strategies. As you
press yourself to grow, you will find that there
are so many experiences you have already had
that will help formulate your ability to be
successful as a communicator. It's time to take
the plunge and grow!
Managing Conflict Creatively Feb 22 2021
Mediation for Managers Dec 15 2022 A
practical toolkit of exercises, case studies and
real-world examples to enable you to become
an effective mediator at work.
Managing Conflict Creatively Nov 01 2021 A
practical, Bible-centered approach to the
dynamics of conflict and conflict management.
This manual is intended to serve as a teaching
and study guide for a series of five sessions or
as a study guide for a course on conflict
management in Bible institutes and seminaries.
Managing Conflict and Negotiation Oct 01
2021 Conflict is something inevitable. It is an
integral part of our lives. Normally we work in
groups and while working, we relate with our
superiors, peers and juniors. While relating,
more often than not, conflicting situations arise
which take toll on our precious time and
energy. Therefore, understanding and
management of conflict become very important.
This book deals with different conceptual
aspects of conflict and its effective
management. The most popular and effective
style of resolving conflict is through dialogue,
which is popularly known as negotiation.
Through negotiation people deal with
differences, which they do, consciously or
unconsciously, throughout their lives. The part
of the book dealing with negotiation takes care
of the details about different aspects of
negotiation â€“ strategies, preparation,
processes and multicultural and ethical
dimensions related to it. The book contains live
cases, which will provide useful insight on the
theoretical and conceptual aspects to the
students. The book will go a long way in
meeting with the requirements of the
management students by providing
consolidated material on the subject.
How To Manage Conflict in the Organization
May 20 2023 Gain control of tough conflict
situations and transform them into a productive
force in your organization. How to Manage
Conflict in the Organization, Second Edition,
equips you with the strategies, tactics and
insights you need to gain control of tough
conflict situations. You ́ll discover how to spot
potential interpersonal conflicts—and defuse
them before they flare up. You ́ll understand
how, when, where and why to apply the five
favored conflict-resolution approaches, and you
́ll develop the insight and intuition you need to
make them work. This book will give you the
skills to transform conflict into a positive,
productive force by applying the proven
techniques of principled negotiation. You will
learn how to: • Transform conflict into a
positive, productive force • Respond to on-the-
job conflicts quickly and effectively • Resolve
conflicts positively using proven principled
negotiation techniques. • Understand the

differences between structural (organizational)
and interpersonal conflict • Separate people
from issues and focus on interests, not positions
• Get beyond immediate tensions and
disagreements to the root causes of any
interpersonal conflict • Apply five surefire
conflict-resolution approaches: avoiding,
accommodating, compromising, forcing, and
collaborating • Adopt best practices for
implementing alternative dispute resolution
techniques • Develop strategies for dealing
with conflict resolution in electronic
communication • Follow guidelines for when to
consult with HR about a conflict-resolution
situation. This is an ebook version of the AMA
Self-Study course. If you want to take the
course for credit you need to either purchase a
hard copy of the course through
amaselfstudy.org or purchase an online version
of the course through www.flexstudy.com.
Conflict Management for Managers Oct 13
2022 “Raines masterfully blends the latest
empirical research on workplace conflict with
practical knowledge, skills, and tools to
effectively manage and prevent a wide range of
conflict episodes. This is a highly applicable
‘top shelf book’ that will assist anyone from the
aspiring manager to top level management and
leadership in the public, private, and nonprofit
sectors. It will also be a fast favorite of
professors, trainers, and students of business
and conflict management.” - Brian Polkinghorn,
Distinguished Professor, Center for Conflict
Resolution, Salisbury University. “With her
broad dispute resolution, teaching, and editing
experience, Susan Raines is uniquely qualified
to organize what is known about conflict
management in the workplace. She has
succeeded in providing private, public, and
nonprofit managers with accessible concepts
and tools to deal effectively with the internal
and external conflicts they must confront every
day. Essential reading for all managers!” - Alan
E. Gross, senior director, training coordinator,
New York Peace Institute “After reading an
advance copy of Raine’s impressive book, I
can’t wait to begin to use it as a seminal text in
my classes in organizational conflict. I am
amazed at her ability to cover so well such
disparate subjects as systems design, public
policy disputes, small and large group
processes, customer conflicts, conflicts in a
unionized environment, and conflicts within
regulatory contexts. Her user-friendly writing
style is enhanced by her salient examples of
exemplary and mistake-laden practices within
public and private sector organizations. A
‘must-read’ for scholars, students, and
practitioners interested in organizational
conflict.” - Neil H. Katz, professor, Conflict
Analysis and Resolution, Nova-Southeastern
University “Conflict management skills are
essential to a manager’s success. Raines, a
leading scholar and practitioner, provides a
comprehensive and strategic new guide to
these critical skills and how to use them in any
organization.” - Lisa Blomgren Bingham, Keller-
Runden Professor of Public Service, School of
Public and Environmental Affairs, Indiana
University
Managing Conflict Resolution Mar 25 2021 This
book highlights conflict and how to
productively resolve conflict in relationships.
Managing Conflict with Direct Reports Aug 11
2022 Conflict is inevitable when people work

together, and it’s one of the most difficult
challenges facing managers. But it’s a
challenge that successful leaders learn to
address. Managers who develop an
understanding of difference without judgment
and are willing to see more than one
perspective or solution are in a good position to
manage conflict with their direct reports.
Conflict between managers and direct reports
highlights a power relationship and affects the
work itself—the tasks for which managers and
direct reports share responsibility. Managers
who look to see both sides of conflict can
resolve it, but it means assessing the
differences between themselves and their
direct reports and finding out how those
differences affect the conflict. After assessing
those differences, managers can devise a plan
to use before, during, and after a conflict
resolution session. They will be better prepared
to understand emotions that can trigger
conflict, to clarify performance expectations so
their direct reports know what’s expected of
them, and to provide ongoing feedback for the
support and development of their direct
reports.
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